PROTECT, STORE AND
RECOVER YOUR DATA
WITH TECTRADE

Data Protection
Data is the DNA of any business, and at Tectrade we make it our mission to protect
and recover it. It’s what we do best.
Our approach to Data Protection uses the Tectrade Data Platform that combines the world’s top people
and industry leading technologies to provide the utmost excellence in data protection and recovery. We
understand the risks associated with failed backups and recoveries, data retention and compliance and
will undertake the toughest challenges to ensure your business operations run smoothly.
We offer the following solutions for Data Protection:

Zero Day Recovery

Cloud Backup

Zero Day Recovery™ from Tectrade is the last line of defence against zero-day cyber attacks,
and ransomware. It allows businesses to recover their data fast without paying a ransom.

Many businesses are looking at how they can best realise the benefits of cloud computing right across
their IT including backup. The truth is: one size doesn’t fit all. It all comes down to the core needs of your
business. Anyone who tells you that the only answer is cloud, doesn’t really understand either the cloud
or your specific business. We help you make the right choice when migrating your backup.
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Fast Disaster Recovery
Just minutes of downtime can significantly impact your business. Minimise the effects of a disaster
and ensure business continuity via our disaster recovery service; the fastest way for your organisation
to recover their data should there be an IT failure.
Working in conjunction with your existing IT and systems, our Fast Disaster Recovery service brings
businesses back to an operational state quickly and efficiently, without loss of data or reputation.

Fast NAS Backup
Solve the ‘Million File’ Problem. Data growth in unstructured data for an enterprise is 80%. Backing up
large network attached storage (NAS) data is painful, time consuming and unreliable. We enable faster
NAS backup by continuously backing up file systems incrementally, reducing the amount of data to be
transferred, and then breaking up the data into many parallel jobs which accelerates the identification of
changed files so it becomes manageable and achieves RTO and RPO objectives.
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Cost Efficient Backup and Recovery
IT budgets are always going to be tight. And while it’s becoming more and more obvious that it is well
worth investing in security and data protection, CIOs still need to fight for investment.
So, how do you make sure that you’re making the most out of the budget that you have for your backup
and recovery needs? We are confident we can offer up to 50% savings by moving your business to a suite
of licensing unique to Tectrade which offers a pay as you use or pay as you grow consumption model.
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Storage & Infrastructure
We align with the best vendors to solve and provide innovative solutions to varied and
complex business requirements.
By decoupling the intelligence from the hardware, we can provide on premise, hybrid and cloud deployment
models for storage and infrastructure. With our advanced storage catalogue, cost optimization tool and storage
consulting offerings, we are confident that we can face any challenge however complex the environment. By
engaging with us, you remove the vendor lock-in and assisted by our broad portfolio of products we can ensure
you build the best storage and infrastructure outcome for your business needs.
We offer the following solutions for Storage & Infrastructure:

Storage capacity planning

Visibility and Insight

Your data storage requirements are only ever going to grow and achieving high performance at an
affordable cost while reducing risk is your key objective. To do this you need to understand your data
storage needs ensuring that you use the most appropriate place to store your data, whether that be for
compliance or regulatory reasons or to run your business more efficiently. We help you with this planning.

CIOs everywhere are faced with a common question: do we have the right infrastructure for our business
today and tomorrow? Not knowing what is going on beneath the surface makes it hard to figure this out.
Our visibility and insight solution gives clarity to make the right decisions.
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Cost optimisation

Migration to hybrid cloud

The demand for storage has grown more than 50% annually in recent years, a rate faster than the
rapidly decreasing unit cost of storage. If storage costs continue their rapid rise, enterprises must
manage storage more efficiently. Our advanced cost optimization tools and services will help you to
have the capacity in storage that you need at a price you want.

The main benefits listed by organisations that have successfully moved to the cloud include increased
efficiency, ease of access, simpler administration and management, and overall lower costs. Tectrade
provides a time-tested, structured approach to cloud migration, as well as established tools and
technology designed to simplify the process, with 10% guaranteed savings whilst ensuring you get a
solution that best meets your needs.
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Hyper converged infrastructure
Our customers need to simplify the operation and reduce the cost of managing traditional tiered silos of
compute, storage and networking. At Tectrade we use our policy and outcome approach using expert
consultants to fully understand what business results you wish to achieve from HCI, saving you time and
money and ensuring you get a solution that actually meets your needs
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Services

Helix Managed Services

At Tectrade we pride ourselves with the manner in which we serve our customers,
using our 25+ years of experience and expertise to provide best of breed services
and ongoing 24x7 Support.

We offer a range of managed services to support you with data protection,
storage management and cloud management:

Coupled with solid Vendor partnerships we have a rigorous engagement model which allows us to provide
you with the best solution to fit your needs.
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Operate

Deliver
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Tectrade protect, recover, manage, store and secure
petabytes of data for organisations around the world. With
offices in the UK, US and Europe, decades of experience,
certifications in proven enterprise-class technologies along
with a proven track record with customers that spans
industries and continents, we are confident we can deliver
above and beyond your expectations.
Let us help you gain control of your data.
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